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INTERACTIONS AMONG ADSORBED ATOMS 

By 

Juro HORIUTI and Kozo HIROTA*) 

(Received March 14, 1960) 

Introduction 

OKAMOTO and the present authors were led previously to assume in 
accounting for experimental results of hydrogen electrode reaction that the seats 
of reaction and adsorption were the lattice planes of the crystal surface of the 
electrode, each lattice point providing a physically identical adsorption site of 
a hydrogen atom in distinction from the model of ununiform sites of different 
adsorption energies. The geometry of the former model has obliged them to 
take into account the quantum-mechanical repulsive interactions among adsorbed 
hydrogen atoms as well as between the latters and the constituent hydrogen 
atoms of the critical complex of the rate-determining step of the catalytic 
mechanism, i. e. the recombination of adsorbed hydrogen atoms. They have 
thus deduced the TAFEL'S law from the catalytic mechanism on the basis of 
the above model of physically identical sites of adsorption on the lattice plane l

)2), 

which could not be effected before· by means of classical kinetics**). We will 
call the latter model the crystal surface model and that of physically ununiform 
sites without the interaction being taken into account the ununiform surface 
model. 

The potential of an adsorbed hydrogen atom or of the critical complex due 
to the repulsion was approximated in the above treatments, on the basis of the 
crystal surface model, by that proportional to the coverage (} of sites by adsorbed 
hydrogen atoms. This approximation will be called the "proportional" approxi
mation in what follows. The adsorption isotherm based on the same assumption 

*) J. H.: Research Institute for Catalysis,· Hokkaido University, Sapporo. 
K. H.: Department of Chemistry, Osaka University, Osaka. 

**) KEII [Ref. 6] has recently deduced the TAFEL's law from the catalytic mechanism 
alternatively on the basis of the ununiform surface model under a particular assump· 
tions on the distributions of the adsorption energies and of the energies of the critical 
complex of the recombination. 
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was proposed later by FOWLER') in accordance with BRAGG and WILLIAMS' 
approximation applied to alloys4). It may be noted that the isotherm and the 
kinetic equation derived with the "proportional" approximation on the basis 
of the crystal surface model are mathematically identical respectively with those 
advanced on the basis of the ununiform surface model with the assumption of a 
particular distribution function of sites as shown by DOLIN and ERSHLER5

) and 
KErrGl, i. e. the adsorption isotherm of SLYGIN and FRUMKIN?) and TEMKIN and 
PYZHEVS

) and the kinetic equation· advanced by ROGINSKY and ZELDOVICH9
) and 

ELOVICH and KHARAKHORIN'O). 

One of the present authors outlined in a previous paper") a method to 
advance the approximation as far as required on the basis of the crystal surface 
model in extension of the BETHE and PEIERLS' method12

). The present paper 
is concerned with the actual calculation of the isotherm of dissociative adsorption 
of hydrogen on nickel along this line, proceeding with the order of approxi
mation until the resulting adsorption isotherm practically converges to an ultimate 
one and with the discussion of the validity of the underlying crystal surface 
model based on the comparison of the theoretical result with experimental data. 

§ 1. Specification of the Model of Adsorbent and 
the Repulsive Potential 

The lattice plane in question was taken particularly to be the (110) of f.c.c. 
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Fig. 1. (llO)-lattice plane of nickel. 

nickel crystal on the ground of the con
clusion in a previous paperl) that hydrogen 
atoms were predominantly adsorbed on 
this lattice plane. 

Fig. 1 shows the (110}-lattice plane. 
Two first nearest nickel atoms to that ao 

of interest are denoted by a , and a2, two 
second nearest ones by a, and a., and 
four third nearest ones by as> aG, a, and 
as. Every nickel atom gives a site of 
adsorption of a hydrogen atom right 
above it on a definite plane parallel to 
the lattice plane, so that the sites them
selves form a (110}-lattice congruent to 
the basic one. The basic lattice plane 
is taken extensive enough, that the sites 
provided by it are physically identical 
with each other. Each adsorption site 
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will be signified by the same notation with that of the corresponding nickel 
atom on the basic lattice in what follows. 

The calculation of isotherm was conducted in the zeroth, first, second, 
third and "proportional" approximations, which were different in the allowance 
for repulsion exerted upon an adsorbed hydrogen atom by surrounding ones. 
No repulsion was taken into account in the zeroth approximation, repulsions 
exerted by the two first nearest ones in the first approximation, those by the 
first and the second nearest ones in the second approximation and those by 
the first, second and the third nearest ones in the third approximation. The 
"proportional" approximation was that referred to in the introduction. 

The repulsive potential between two adsorbed hydrogen atoms was cal
culated semiempirically according to EYRING!3) as -35% of the MORSE function 
Do [exp { - 2a (r-ro)} - 2 exp { -a (r-ro)}] with constants Do = 4.73 e-volt, a = 
1.98 A-I and ro=0.7395 A *). Repulsive potentials Rr, Rn and Rm between the 
first, second and third nearest neighbourers were thus calculated as 

Rr = 0.1019, Rrr = 0.0134, Rrrr = 0.0028 e-volt (1. III) 

on the base of the spacing given in Fig.!. To make the comparison of the 
resulting adsorption isotherms close, the total repulsive potential of an adsorbed 
hydrogen atom at full occupation of surrounding ones was taken equal through
out all approximations but the zeroth one, by rationing the neglected interaction 
potentials pro rata to those retained as follows. The repulsive potentials Rf 
and Rfr respectively due to the first and the second nearest neighbourers in 
the second approximation were thus taken as 

Rf=Rr+ 2RrrrRr/(Rr+ R u)=0.1068 , 

Rfr= Rrr + 2RnrRu/(Rr+ R u)=0.01405 e-volt. (1. II) 

Similarly 

R? = Rr + Rrr + 2RIII = 0.1209 e-volt (1. I) 

was used for the interaction potential due to the first nearest neighbourers In 

the first approximation and finally 

Rp = 2 (Rr + Rn + 2Rm) () = 0.2418 () e-volt (l.p) 

was taken the repulsive potential of individual adsorbed hydrogen atoms in 
the "proportional" approximation. Taking the above repulsive potentials into 
account, the isotherm of the dissociative adsorption of hydrogen on the (110)
lattice plane of nickel was formulated as in the next section. 

*) G. HERZBERG, Molecular Spectra and Molecular Structure, I, New York (1950). 
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§ 2. Statistical Mechanical Formulation of 
Adsorption Isotherm 

Our system C in question is a macroscopic one enclosed in a definite 
volume at a definite temperature, consisting of adsorbent nickel with active 
surface of the (llO).lattice plane and hydrogen gas in the dissociative adsorption 
equilibrium on it. Site at on the lattice plane is either occupied or unoccupied 
by a hydrogen atom in the equilibrium. Let C"t(O) or CatCH) be the system C 
at the particular state specified by ai(O) or at(H), that at is respectively un· 
occupied or occupied by a hydrogen atom with certainty and the .QC"t(O) or 
IGC"t(Hl be the partition function respectively of C"tCO) or C";CH)' The partition 
function iGC of the system C without such specification is hence the sum of 

iGCO;(O) and iGC"tCH) i. e. 

~C = iGC",(H) + iGCO;(O) , ( 2 ) 

while the probability of site at being occupied is iGC"t(H)/.QC, which is common 
to all sites because of the premised physical identity of sites, hence equals the 
coverage {}, i. e. 

{} = iGC";CH)/iGC . 

We have from (2) and (3. a) immediately 

_{}_ = iG C"t (H) 

l-{} ~C"tCO) 

(3. a) 

(3. b) 

Let now :E be a group of sites consisting of a particular site ao of interest 
and those around it within the range of the repulsion from ao specified by the 
degree of approximation. The ~ covers thus a 0, .. " as shown in Fig. 1 in the 
third approximation, ao,"', a. in the second, ao, a" a2 in the first and ao alone 
in zeroth approximation. The first, second and third nearest neighbouring sites 
to ao will be called the sites of the first, second and third classes respectively. 
The {} is given by (3) by properly constructing .QC"tCH) and ~COi(O) or 1Gc. 

Let iGC~(O) be the partition function of C at the particular state, where 
sites of :E are altogether unoccupied as specified by :E (0). By transferring 
a hydrogen atom within the system from outside ~ onto a definite site at 

inside, the partition function of the whole system increases by a factor ft.~(O)' i. e. 

where q~~(O) is the factor by which .QC~(O) is multiplied by adding an adsorbed 
hydrogen atom to a vacant site at inside :E from outside the system C~(O) and 
pH is that by which .QC~(O) is multiplied by adding an adsorbed hydrogen atom 
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from outside the system CI;(O) without any specification apart from that .L; (0) 
of .L; being kept throughout empty. It is admitted in equating ft.J:.(O) to q~J:.(O)/pH 
as above that the factor ft.J:.(O) or qf.J:.(o)pH is practically unchanged by increasing 
or decreasing constituent hydrogen atoms of the macroscopic system by one. 
Noting that the partition function of a system at constant volume and tempera
ture behaves as the BOLTZMANN factor of its HELMHOLTZ free energy, we see 
that q~r.,O) thus defined is the BOLTZMANN factor of the work required to bring 
up a hydrogen atom from a proper standard state to the state of an adsorbed 
hydrogen atom on at keeping the whole system involved at statistical-mechanical 
equilibrium throughout and pH is the BOLTZMANN factor of the similar work 
except that the added state of the hydrogen atom is subjected to no specification 
but that of .L; (0) kept throughout. The latter sort of work done at statistical
mechanical equilibrium of the whole system involved has been called the reversible 
work"). The pH thus defined is the BOLTZMANN factor of the chemical potential"" 
admitted that such specification as .L; (0) kept constant throughout does not 
virtually affect its magnitude at all, in the present case of the macroscopic system 
in question. The reversible work -kT In q~r.(O) includes that s; due to the 
repulsion from outside .L;, which is zero when (J=O or i=O but positive 
otherwise, inasmuch as .L; includes just all sites within the range of repulsion 
from ao. . 

We consider now a particular state Cr.(~) of C, where a certain definite set 
of sites inside .L; are preoccupied by adsorbeH hydrogen atoms of the population 
a~d the arrangement signified by .L; (a) and the factor ft.r.(a) of multiplication 
of the partition function .QCr.(a) of Cr.,a) by tranferring a hydrogen atom within 
the same system from outside .L; onto an unoccupied site Ui inside, left vacant 
by the previous occupants of the specification .L; (a), which includes .L; (0) as 
its special case. The factor f.r.(a) is given similarly as above by the equation 

(4 ) 

where the relevant reversible work - k T In q~r.(a) comprises, besides c;, the 
reversible work Ct.IXa) due to the repulsion by the previous occupants inside 
.L;, which depends on i and .L; (a). The pH is the factor of multiplication of 
the partition function lQCr.(a) by addition of a hydrogen atom without any 
specification, apart from that of .L; (a) being kept constant throughout, and is 
identified similarly as above with the BOLTZMANN factor of the chemical 
potential in the present case of the macroscopic system. 

The partition function lQCr.cA) of the system CI;(A) of a particular population 
and, arrangement L: (A) of adsorbed hydrogen atoms inside .L; is now given 
by lQCr.(O) multiplied by ft.r.(a/s respectively relevant to the successive additions 
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to make up L: (A). There correspond to the state of CJ,(O) or C",(H) different 
L: (A)'s compatible with the specification 0".(0) or O"i (H). The .QC"t(O) or 
.QC",lH) is hence the sum of partition functions ~C1:(A/S appropriate to all such 
L: (A)'s. Since oGC~(O) is the common factor of the terms .QC~XA/S of the 
summation, .QC"tlO) or oGC",lH) is the product of oGC~(O) and the appropriate 
polynomial ~"ilO) or ~"i(lI) of h.~(a<s, i. e. 

(5. a), (5. b) 

Signifying the polynomial without any such specification as O"i (0) or O"t (H) by 
~, we have 

or according to (2) and (5) 

~ = ~Cj.Q,C~(O) 
and from (3) and (5) 

f) = ~"t(H)/~, f)/(l-f)) = ~"i(H)/~"t(O) . 

(5. c) 

(5. d) 

(6. a), (6. b) 

The polynomials are determined statistical-mechanically m the next section 
on the base of the repulsive potential given in § 1. 

§ 3. Polynomials 

The reversible work -kT In q:~~(a) relevant to the factor h.~(a) by (4) IS 

given according to the· foregoing section as 

(7 ) 

where w is the reversible work in the absence of interaction with other adsorbed 
hydrogen atoms, hence of common magnitude to all sites on the basis of the 
crystal surface model. The reversible work ei due to repulsion from outside 
L: is assumed to be a function of f) characteristic of each class to which O"t 

belongs, irrespective of L: (a)*). The part ei.~(a) of the reversible work due 
to the interaction between a hydrogen atom brought up onto at and previous 
occupants inside L: is equated to the sum of the corresponding interaction 
potentials between them each fixed at its equilibrium position. 

The factor j~.~(a) is now given by (4) and (7) as 

h.~(a) = h}i exp (-ei,~(,,)/kT) , (8 ) 
---- . -----_._-----

*) Exactly, e~ of each class depends on ~ (a) besides on 0, since the population and the 
arrangement outside in the vicinity of ~ depend on ~ (a) through the interaction. 
which reciprocally affect er 
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where 

r = exp (-wJkT)JpH, 1Ji = exp( ~e;JkT) . (9. 7), (9. 1J) 

The polynomials are deduced below first with special reference to the third 
approximation, which is reduced to those of lower approximations as its special 
cases. 

Let t,(i=0,···,8) be 1 or 0 according as u. is ~cupied or unoccupied 
respectively. The .L: (A) is now defined by . a setofvali:tes·· of t/s. The 
polynomial SO is given in terms of fa,(a) according to the foregoing section as 

(10) 

The SO <1/(H) or SO "t(O) is the particular part of SO, for which t. = 1 or ti = o. The 
8 

term IIf:.~(a) of the summation for a particular .L: (AJ or for the appropriate 
.=0 

set of values of t/s is given by (8) as 

bof:.!:.(a) = r!:.tt. Ii W . exp ( - to ttei.!:.(u)JkT) . (11) 

The second factor of the above equation is expressed as 

(I2.1J) 

where 1JI , 1Jn and 1Jm are according to (9.1J) the 1J/s respectively of the first, second 
and third classes, each assumed as a characteristic function of fJ; 1Jo is unity in 
particular by (9.1J), since e~= 0 as referred to in the foregoing section. The 

8 

.L: t,ei.!:.(a) in the last factor is the total repulsive potential among adsorbed 
i-O 

hydrogen atoms inside .L:, which is developed, referring to Fig. 1, as 

~ tie •. !:.(a) = {tort. + t2) + t3(t5 + t.) + t.(t, + tB) }RI 

+ {to(t3+t.)+t. (t5 +t,)+ t2 (t6 +t,)} Rn 

+ {to(t5 +t. + t, +t,)+ (t. + t2 ) (t3 +t.)} Rm, 

hence we have 

exp( - to t.ei.!:.(o)JkT) = ~~.(t,+t,)+t,(t,+16)+t,(t7+I')~~I(t,+t,)+t,(t,+t,)+I,(t6+1.) 
X ,::1.(1,+1,+1,+1,)+(1, +t,)(I, +1,) (12 E:) 

'>III ' ... 

where 

~I=exp(-RIJkT), ~II=exp(-RII/kT), ~m=exp(-Rm/kT). (13) 
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The polynomial SO is now given by (10), (11) and (12) as 
8 • 
I: 1 t 

SO = L: ri 0 1}~, +1'1}~t"1}~I;I, +I, +I, ~~o(/, +I,}+I,(I, +1,)+1,(1,+1,) 
to,···,/8 

(14) 

The polynomi<~J SO"o(H) or SOOo(O) is the particular part of the. summation (14), 
for which to== 1 or 0 respectively i. e., !.~' 

8 

I: It 
SO O,\H) = r L: ri -- I (1}I~IY' +t, (1}II~IIy3 + 1'(1}IIr~III)" +1, +1,+1, ~~3(t, +1,)+1,(1,+1,) 

1 11 ''',1 8 

(15. H) 

8 

1: t,t 
SO"o\O) = L: ri~l, 1};,+t'1}~tl'1};i;I,+t2+I'';;,(I,+I,)+t.(t,+t,) 

11' ...• / 8 

(15.0) 

We have similarly the expressions of SO ",(0), SO ",(0) and SO ",(0) of sites of the first, 
second and third classes by fixing t l, t3 and t, respectively to zew in the sum
mation of (14) as 

(16. I) 

$D 6
3
(0) == L: rt 0 + t 1 +t 2 + t" +'''+1 81}~1 -+1 21J;i 1}~i;t6 +17 + Is e~o(t 1 +1 2 ) +/ 4(1 1 + t 8) 

to.t l,t 2,t. ,"',t 8 

(16. II) 

(16. III). 

Terms of the polyniomials, SO oo(m, SO ",CO), SO o,cO) , SO 0,(0) and SO ",(0) are shown in 
Table 1. Every term, for instance, of SO" ,(H) is given by the corresponding 
row of the Table as the product of r, 1}r, 1}u and 1}nr each raised to the power of 
the appropriate exponent indicated on the row and multiplied by the factor given 
there under the head of SO "PI). The polynomial of SO "o\H) is the total sum of 
such terms each given as above by a row. Other polynomials are similarly 
reproduced from the Table. 

In the second approximation L: includes according to § 2- the sites of the 
first and the second classes only, in the first approximation those of the first 
class only and in the zeroth approximation none respectively besides an. The 
polynomials of each approximation are obtained by following the above procedure 
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similarly in the individual cases with due regards to the constituents of L: or 
formally by reducing the above expressions of the third approximation putting 
tt's of the classes excluded from L: for the approximation in question to zero 
and ~R(K=I, II, III), relevant by (13) to the neglected RK , to unity. By doing 
so, the polynomials retain, YJr, YJrr, ~r and ~II only' in the second approximation, 
YJr and ~r only in the first approximation and none in the zeroth approximation 
respectively besides r. 

The 6, ~rr and ~rrr of the third approximation are given by (1. III) and (13), 
particularly for 50'C, as 

~r = 0.02555, ~rr = 0.6171, ~ru = 0.9040 . (17. III) 

The ~I and ~n of the second approximation are similarly gIven for 50'C as 
the BOLTZMANN factors of Ri and R~ of (loll), i. e. 

6 = 0.02159, ~II = 0.6038 , (17.II) 

and ~r of the first approximation as that of R? of (1. I) 'at 50GC, 1. e. 

~r = 0.01301 . (17. I) 

§ 4. Adsorption Isotherms 

The YJr, YJn and YJm of the third approximation are determined as functions 
of r on the base of 6 etc. given by (17.III) by equating SOo/\O) of different classes 
included in L: to SO <10(0) because of the physical identity of sites in extension of 
the BETHE and PEIERLS' method'2

\ as 

(18. III) 

The similar relation 

(18. II) 

determines two unknowns YJr and YJrr in the second approximation and the single 
unknown YJr in the first approximation is fixed by the relation 

(18. I) 

Polynomials of each approximation are now evaluated, hence () determined by 
(6. b) respectively as a function of r. 

The right-hand side of (3. b) gives on the other hand the factor of multipli
cation of the partition function by ,transferring a hydrogen atom within the 
system in question from outside IIi onto a preliminarily evacuated site lIt, which 
factor is expressed as q~t JpH similar to h.I:.(CI) of (4),,), so that 
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o _ q~! 
1-0 - pH ' (19) 

where q~, is the BoLTZMANN factor of the reversible workll) required to bring 
up a hydrogen atom from its standard state onto the preliminarily evacuated 
site (1/\ The latter reversible work -kT In q~t is given in accordance with 
the "proportional" approximation as 

-kTlnq~t =w+Rp, 

hence we have by (1.p), (9. r) and (19) 

where 

_0- = r exp (-uO/kT) , 
1-0 

u = 0.2418 e-volt. 

(20.0) 

(20. u) 

The 0 is thus given as a function of r at a constant temperature in every case 
of approximation. 

The r is now related with the pressure P of hydrogen by equating pH in 
(9. r) to the square root of the BoLTZMANN factor pH, of the chemical potential 
of hydrogen molecule in gas because of the adsorption equilibrium'!), as 

pH = (PH, )'/2 . 

The pH, is expressed asll) 

pH, = QH, / Nit, , 

(21. a) 

(21. b) 

where N H
, is the concentration of' hydrogen molecule in gas and QH, the parti

tion function of a single hydro~n mol,ecule in unit volume. The QH, is 
expressed with good approximation as 

QH, = (2nm:',T)3
/
2 4n2~:T exp (_ e~~o ), (21. c) 

where m is the mass, I the moment of inertia, €(H2)O the energy of the ground 
state respectively of the hydrogen molecule and h the PLANCK constant. The 
~, in (21. b) is expressed in terms of hydrogen pressure P mmHg as 

N H
, = 1.360 x 980.5 P/kT . (21. d) 

The BOLTZMANN factor q~ of the reversible work w in the absence of the 

*) The q~t is associated with no specification but that of preliminarily evacuated "t. 
whereas the q~1:(a) is subjected besides to that of ~ (a). i. e. the population and the 
arrangement of previous occupants inside ~. 
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interactions is given according to the previous work l
) *) as 

q~ = exp(-w/kT) = HI {l-exp(-hvj/kT)} -'exp(-so/kT) , (22) 

where Vj is the frequency of the j-th normal vibration of the adsorbed hydrogen 
atom and So its energy at the ground state. 

We have now from (9. r), (21) and (22) 

where 

exp( LIS) 11.360 x 980.5 
kT J' kT r = ---.---3 ---;----;-----,-----:-;-/~:==~=~~~ IP , II J1-exp(- hVj)l {2nmkT)3/2 4n2IkT 

j~1 I kT f h 3 h2 

LIs = s(Hz)o/2-so , or 

r = 9.603 x 10- 5 x exp{Lls/kT) x IF 
at 50°C on the base of the values 

k = 1.380 X 10-16 erg deg- I **), h = 6.623 X 10-27 erg sec **), 

(23. r) 

(23. e) 

(24) 

NA = 6.024 X 10" **>' mNA = 2 x 1.008 gr, 1= 4.664 x 10-<1 gr cm2 ***\ 
(25) 

where NA is the AVOGADRO'S number and Vj the wave number of the j-th normal 
vibration of the adsorbed hydrogen atom. 

§ 5. Adsorption Isotherms of the Third and 
the Second Approximations 

The YJr, YJu and YJm of the third approximation are determined by solving 
(18.III) graphically with reference to (15.0), (16), (17.III) and Table 1, hence 

* ) The g~ in the absence of the interaction among adsorbed hydrogen atoms is given as 

q~ =GC<1(H),o/GC<1(O),O , 

where GC<1(H),O or GC<1(O),O is the partition function of the system C<1(H),o or C(J(O),O, 

which has only one hydrogen atom adsorbed on a definite site <1 or none at all respec
tively. Assuming that the kinetic energy of C<1(H),O is separable into those of the 
adsorbent proper and of the hydrogen atom adsorbed, GC<1~H),O is written in the form, 

3 

GCD(H),O = GC<1(O),O exp (-!o/kT) II {1- exp( -hvikT)}-I, 
j=1 

where GCa(o) ,0 exp (- €o/kT) is the partition function of the system with the adsorbed 
hydrogen atom at the ground state. The above two equations give (22) in the text 
immediately. 

**) LANDOLT, "Tabellen" 6, 110 p.33-38 (1950). 
***) LANDOLT, "Tabellen" 5, III c, p.2349 (1936). 
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o is worked out by (15) and (6.b) as shown in Table 2 and by the curve III 
of log,oO plotted against log,o r in Fig. 2. 

o 

To 

2.0 

.., 
o 

i 

--- P: "Proportional" approximation 

- Z: Zeroth approximation 

------ I: First approximation 

--- 11.: Second approximation 

- III: Third approximation 

- ___ log" 1 

-2 -1 o 2 3 4 5 

Fig. 2. fJ (r) . of different approximations. 

For the second approximation, we have by putting t5 =t .. ==;.t7 =t.=0 and 
~IIl=l in (15) and (16) in accordance with §3 

• I: tt 
~ <1o(H) = r L: r'=' (71r';rY,+t'(1JII~nlt.+t. = r(l + r1J~I)'(l + r1Jr~I1)"' (26. a) 

t1'··"t • 

• I: t t 
~ <1

0
(0) = L: r'=1 1J~' +t, 1J:tt• = (1 + r1Jr)" (1 + 71Jrr)" , 

tll'··,t" 

(26. b) 
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TABLE 2. (j (r) of the third approximation, 50°C 

r /1.887* 10- 3 10-' 10- 1 1 10 10' 103 10' 10· 

7JI 0.9978 0.9799 0.8569 0.5514 0.2620 0.1011 0.04402 0.02533 0.02163 

7Ju 0.9989 0.9899 0.9314 0.8220 0.7500 0.6878 0.6404 0.5489 0.5130 

7Jru 0.9969 0.9711 0.8084 0.4635 0.1998 0.0736 0.0302 0.0156 0.0122 

<".,(H) 1.904 X 10-3 2.062 X 10-' 0.3746 34.58 1.924 X 10' 3.095 X 107 3.274 X lO" 1.193 X 10'7 7.199 X 10" 

<".,(0) 1.015 1.155 2.966 80.11 2.503 X 10' 2.703 X 107 1.712 X 10" 2.118 X 10'6 2.100 X 1023 

/J 0.001872 0.01753 0.1121 0.3015 0.4346 0.5337 0.6567 0.8493 0.9717 

TABLE 3. (j (r) of the second approximation, 50°C 

r/1.887 10-3 10- 2 10- 1 1 10 10' 103 10' 10· 

7JI 0.9967 0.9687 0.7916 0.4226 0.1658 0.06265 0.02246 0.01097 0.008284 

7Jn 0.9960 0.9585 0.7256 0.2768 0.05355 0.007919 0.001390 0.0004466 0.0003015 

<"a,(H) 0.001891 0.01929 0.2226 3.377 55.73 1.052 X 103 4.616 X 10' 2.090 X 107 2.845 X lO" 

<" a ,(0) 1.0075 1.0747 1.7074 7.484 68.88 9.230 X 10' 2.468 X 10' 3.841 X 106 8.192 X 10' 

(J 0.001873 0.01764 0.1153 0.3109 0.4472 0.5326 0.6516 0.8448 0.9720 
- - -- -~ -

* The present calculation was conducted earlier assuming a particular value of .:ie, which led to the relation 

r /1.887 = {p mmHg by (24). The r/1.887 in the above equation was used as the parameter here in order to 

utilize the results of the earlier calculations. 
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IP a ,(O) = L: rt,+t,H, +t, '7~'1;tt • .;~,t, ';;:f,+t.) 
10.t 2 ,t3 ./ 4 

(26. c) 

IP a,(O) = L: rt,+t, +t,+t, '7~1+t'1~i.;~,(t, +t,) ';;rt, 
10.t1't2,t4 

(26. d) 

The values of '71 and 1u were determined by substituting IPa,(O)' IPa,(O) and IPa,(O) 

from (26) into (18. II) and solving the latter for them on the base of the values 
of (17. II). These values of ';1, ';u, 11 and 1u determine () by (6. b), (26. a) and 
(26. b) as a function of r. The result is shown in Table 3 and by the curve 
II in Fig. 2. 

§ 6. First, Zeroth and "Proportional" Approximations 

The polynomials of the first approximation are obtained by putting 
t3=t.=t5=t6=t,=t8=0 in (15) and (16) or t3=t.=0 in (26) as 

IP a ,(Hl = r L: (r11';1)1 1 + t, = r( 1 + r11';1)" , 
1 1 ,/ 2 

IPa,(O) = L: (r11)1,+t, = (1+r11)2, 
t 1 ,t2 

(27. a) 

(27. b) 

IP a ,(0) = L: rt,H, '7~' ';f,t, = 1 + r11 + r (1 + r11';1) . (27. c) 
t o,1 2 

The 11 is determined on the base of the values of ';1 given by (17. I) for 
any prescribed value of r by solving (18. I) and the latter set of values of r, 
';1 and 11 determine () according to (6. b) and (27). The result is shown in 
Table 4 and by the curve I in Fig. 2. 

In zeroth approximation we have by putting t l =t2 =0 in (27) 

hence by (6. b) 

r 
()=~-

l+r ' 
(28) 

TABLE 4. {j (r) of the first, zeroth and "proportional" approximation, 50°C 

r/1.887 [ 10-3 I 10-2 I 10- 1 I 1 10 102 I 103 I 10' I 10' 

First 0.001879 0.01787 0.1229 0.3327 0.4567 0.5264 0.6308 0.8316 0.9715 

Zeroth 0.001883 0.01852 0.1587 0.6536 0.9497 0.9944 0.9995 0.99995 0.99999 

Pro.p 0.001853 0.01613 0.08363 0.2193 0.3897 0.5706 0.7451 0.8913 0.9753 
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which is just the LANGMUIR'S adsorption isotherm as seen with reference to 
(23. r). In the case of the "proportional" approximation, we have () immediately 
from (20) as a function of r. The () calculated by the zeroth and the "pro
portional" approximation is shown in Table 4 and by the curves Z and P 
respectively in Fig. 2. 

§ 7. Comparison between Theoretical and 

Experimental Isotherms 

It is seen from Fig.2 that the shift of the 10glO{),loglOr-curve with the 
progress of approximation diminishes rapidly, so that the curves II of the second 
approximation lies close to that III of the third approximation. Taking on this 
ground the curve III practically the ultimate theoretical relation relevant to the 
present model, the appropriateness of the model accompanied by the repulsive 
potential by the EYRING'S rule") *) was investigated as below by comparing the 
theoretical conclusion with experiment. The () is given theoretically as a function 
of r, whereas the quantity v cc of adsorbed hydrogen in NTP volume per unit 
quantity of adsorbent (reduced nickel obtained from 1 gm NiO) is determined 
experimentally as a function of hydrogen pressure P at adsorption equilibrium. 
If the model is appropriate to. the experimental reults, the v/{) must be constant 
independent of r or P. Eq. (23. r) shows, however, that the proportionality 
constant of r to IF varies with iJ€. The iJ€ was now adjusted as a variable 
parameter to secure the constant v/{), and the adjusted value of iJ€ and the 
constant value of v/{) were compared with relevant experimental data. Table 5 

shows the constancy of v/{) thus attained. 

TABLE 5. Comparison between theoretical H) and experimental isotherms") 
Adsorbent: reduced nickel from 1 gm NiO, 50°C 

PmmHg I 4.34X10- 3 1 0.153 0.544 1.79 1.92 6.30 

VCCNTP[ 1.59 1.99 2.08 2.29 2.26 2.47 
r . 1.32 X 103 7.82 X 103 1.48 X 10' 2.68x 10' 2.78 X 10' 5.02 X 10' 

(J 0.636 0.769 0.829 0.872 0.874 0.907 

v/(J 2.50 2.59 2.51 2.62 2.59 2.72 

Average of v/(J = 2.59 cc NTP, NAde = 12.3 Kcal. 

The average of v/{) and the adjusted value of iJ€ are shown beneath the 
Table, where NA is the AVOGADRO'S number. 

*) Cf. p.53. 
**) Theoretical isotherm of the third approximation. 
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The ratio v/O gives now the number N of sites per unit area of the reduced 
nickel on the base of its surface area 1.7 x 105 cm2/gm Ni015

) as 

N = 2NA x 2.59 = 0.8 x 1015 cm2 , 

22400 x 1. 7 X 10' 

which is in a satisfactory agreement with the crystallographic value 1.1 x 1015 cm-2 

of the (110)-lattice plane of nickel. 
The adjusted value NAile = 12.3 Kcal leads, on the other hand, as shown 

below, to the limiting value 26.0 Kcal/mol of the differential heat of adsorption 
at 0= 0 and 290'C in perfect agreement with the observed value 26 KcaP5). 

In the limiting case of 0 tending to zero, tis (i=I"',8) are respectively zero, so that 
'P",(H)I'P",(o) = r according to (15) or by (6.b) 

o 1=0 = r, (29) 

in coincidence with the isotherm (28) of the zeroth approximation. It follows now from (29) 

and the proportionality of 0 to v that 

( a In r) = 0 
aT v 

or substituting r from (23.r) into the above equation that 

RT2 ( a InTP) == 2NMJe+7/2. RT+2RT2aln n {1-exp (-hv ·lkT)} loT • 
a v J=1 J 

(30) 

,,,,here ~RT2(a In PlaT)v is the differential heat of adsorption. The first term in the abovE.' 
e,CjuatiOll is given by the above adjusted value NAJe = 12.3 Kcal. The last term is evaluated on 
the base of the vibrational frequencies giVen by (25). We have thus RT2(a In PloT), =26.0 
Kcal at the temperature 290°C of the measurementI5). 

These results sufficiently verify the crystal surface model of the (110)

lattice plane associated with the repulsive potential by the EYRING'S rule. 

§ 8. Adsorption Isotherm at Low Temperature 

Present model might further be verified by the observation of adsorption 
isotherms at lower temperatures as follows. 

The reversible work -kTln q~t is expressed m general as 

-kTlnq~t = w+ W/NA , 

where W/ NA is the part of the reversible work due to the interactions between 
the hydrogen atom brought to at and those on the surrounding sites. We have 
from (9.7), (19) and the above equation, 

W = RTln (1-0)7/0, (31) 

which might be called the free energy of repulsion. 
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W is constantly zero independent of (} in the absence of interaction as 
directly follows from (28). 

In the presence of interactions, adsorbed hydrogen atoms assume an arrange
ment of the lowest potential energy at sufficiently low temperature, so that W 
must be zero at low (} until (} attains a point, where a further increase of (} inevi
tably accompanies interaction. Let the interaction range from the first to the third 
nearest neighbourers in accordance with our model of the third approximation. 
W is then zero, until (} attains to 1/4, when sites on the (llO)-lattice plane, 
denoted by dots in Fig. 3, are so far occupied as signified by surrounding 
circles. The latticework of the occupied sites being thus completed, a further 
addition of adsorbed hydrogen atom, indicated by a square around a dot, costs 
the work of 4Rnr due to the repulsive interaction. Any shift of preliminarily 
adsorbed hydrogen atom to an unoccupied site in company with the addition 
is inhibited at the low temperature by an associated rise of potential as seen 
from Fig.3. 

It follows that W jumps up to 4Rrrr from zero at (}= 1/4 and keeps constant 

o o 

o o 

Fig. 3. Adsorption on (nO)-lattice plane. 
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until the latticework of circles and squares in Fig. 3 is completed, when () 
equals 1/2. A further addition of adsorbed hydrogen atom requires an additional 
work 2Rr+2Ru as seen from Fig. 3, so that W leaps again to a higher value 
2Rr+ 2Ru+ 4Rnr, which keeps constant until () attains to unity. 

6 

O'K 

5 5 
..... ... -c 
!:; 

;;;;;-
8 

::.:: 
4 4 

il~ 
..:; 

3 
~ 3 
~ 

2 2 

O"K _fJ 

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

Fig. 4. Free energy of repulsion W == RT In (I-(}) rl(}. 

The above change of the free energy W of repulsion at low temperature 
is illustrated in Fig. 4 in comparison with that derived by (31) from the theoretical 
result of the third approximation at 50°C. We see from the comparison that 
the angular change of W at low temperatures is more or less smoothed at 
higher temperatures by thermal agitation. It is expected that the crystal surface 
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model would be crucially evidenced by revealing experimentally to some extent 
an angular behavior of W at low temperature in accordance with the conclusion 
from the model. 

Summary 

The isotherm of dissociative adsorption of hydrogen on nickel was statistical
mechanically deduced on the basis of the crystal surface model taking the 
repulsive interaction among adsorbed hydrogen atoms into account in extension 
of BETHE and PEIERLS' method'Z) as outlined in a previous work") in different 
degrees of approximation. The crystal surface model was such that the adsorp
tion sites of hydrogen atoms were physically identical with each other, being 
located each on a point of the (llO)-plane of f.c.c. lattice, which was congruent 
to that of the crystal surface of the adsorbent. The potential of interaction 
between hydrogen atoms was calculated according to EYRING") as -35% of 
the MORSE function of hydrogen molecule. 

Repulsive interaction was taken into account in the first, second and third 
approximation as far as those between the first, second and third nearest 
neighbourers respectively and none at all in the zeroth approximation. In the 
"proportional" approximation the repulsive potential of an adsorbed hydrogen 
atom was approximated by that proportional to the covered fraction 8 of adsorp
tion sites as in the previous works')2)3). 

The 8 at the dissociative adsorption equilibrium was thus worked out as 
a function of a statistical-mechanical function r, which is proportional to the 
square root of hydrogen pressure P, the appropriate proportionality constant 
implying the adsorption energy LIs (the excess of the half the energy of the 
ground state of hydrogen molecule over the energy of the ground state of 
adsorbed hydrogen atom), the vibrational frequencies of adsorbed hydrogen 
atom and the molecular constants of hydrogen molecule. 

The result was that the calculated 8 at each r converged practically to a 
constant value, as we proceeded with the order of approximation, those of the 
second approximation lying close to that of the third. 

The calculated result 8=8(0 of the third approximation was now compared 
with the adsorbed quantity v observed as a function of P 14) by adjusting LIe 
implied in the proportionality constant of r to (p, so as to keep the ratio vl8 
constant independent of r or P. It was found on the one hand from the 
constant value vl8 thus obtained and the observed area of the adsorbene'\ 
that the number of adsorption sites per unit surface area was 0.8 x 1015 in 
satisfactory agreement with the crystallographic value 1.1 x 1015 of the (llO)-lattice 
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plane of nickel and on the other hand that the adjusted value of L1s led to 
the magnitude 26.0 Kcal/mol of the limiting value of the differential heat of 
adsorption of hydrogen at (}=o and 2908 C, which agreed perfectly with the 
observed value 26 KcaPS). 

The reversible work W done against the repulsive interaction by a hydrogen 
atom when adsorbed or the free energy of repulsion was derived as a function 
of (j from the calculated result of the third approximation in comparison with 
an angular tierlike figure of W (()) deduced for absolute zero temperature, it 
being pointed out that the crystal surface model would be crucially evidenced 
by observation of an isotherm at low temperature more or less like the latter 
figure. 
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